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Abstract 

Processing in electron energy loss 
spectroscopy involves both data acquisition and 
analysis . The interface of an analytical electron 
mi croscope to a laboratory computer with a 
satellite microcomputer dedicated to data 
acquisition results in a system with a high degre e 
of flexibility. In spectrum acquisition, channel s 
may be selected around specific core edges, or 
dwell times may be varied continuous l y as a 
function of energy loss to reduce the dynamic range 
of the signal. Data transfer to the host co mputer 
allows furt her analysis such as the removal of 
plural scattering by spectral deconvolution. 
Elemental maps and line-scans can be recorded with 
real-time processing of energy loss data at each 
pixel. Images may be analyzed to provide 
quantitative information by means of pixel 
intensity histograms. If para met ers for the 
background are stored at eac h pixel, the image data 
may sometimes be further processed to improve the 
signal-to-noise ratio. 
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Introduction 

Efficient processing of data obtained from 
inelastic scattering in the electron micros cope 
constitutes an essential part of electro n energy 
loss spectroscopy (EELS). The processing can be 
broadly separated into two categories : real-time 
acquisition and off-line analysis. Data 
acquisition ca n range in co mplexity from simple 
analog control of an electron spectrometer to full 
digital control of not only the spectrometer but 
also the scanning transmission electron mi croscope 
(STEM). Data analysis ge nerally involves the use 
of a laboratory computer or a specia l-pu rpose 
commercial EELS syste m. 

In standard acq ui sition of energy loss 
spectra, single scattered electrons are detected as 
digital pulses. This output must often be fully 
exploited to detect very weak signals, obscured by 
background noise, suc h as occur in core edge 
microanalysis or in energy loss fine structure 
[6,21). It has been found convenient to take 
advantage of multi c hannel analyzer (MCA) systems 
that were originally intended for use in energy 
dispersive x-ray spectroscopy [13,27]. The MCA can 
be readily adapted to count single electrons in 
EELS, to provide a voltage ramp for the 
spectrometer excitation, and to display resulting 
spectra. Moreover, the commercial systems are 
equipped with mi croprocessors that are capable of 
limited analysis and quantification of EELS 
spectra. Although advances in computer technology 
are increasing the power of co mmercial EELS 
systems, there may still be some advantage in 
transferring data to a laboratory computer, which 
can provide a more flexible environment for program 
development and data analysis. 

However, the experimenter may wish to collect 
spectra with increased control. It may be useful, 
for example, to vary the dwell-time per channel or 
to compensate for the high dynamic range of the 
signal [1,7,16,20). Digital acquisition is also 
desirable in EELS elemental imaging to increase 
flexibility and to facilitate real-ti me processing 
(19,20). Requirements for computer hardw are, 
software and microscope interface obviously depend 
on the level of control that is needed. At the 
present state-of-the-art, digital acquisition of 
EELS images or line-scans depends heavily on 
specially designed hardware and software 
[19,20,30). The quantity and rate of incoming data 
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for imaging lead to minimum requirements for 
storage and computer speed. For example the system 
that we describe has some 100 M Byte of disk 
storage and can process data at a rat e of 2x10 5 

floating point operations per second (200 k FLOPS). 
There are additional requirements for the analysis 
of resulting data. Thus, for example, it may be 
necessary to incorporate a digital array processor 
so that simple arithmetic operations may be carried 
out efficiently on images containing as many as 10 5 

pixels. 
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate how 

the capabilities of EELS can be significantly 
enhanced by digital processing. We shall choose 
examples from the system currently in use in our 
laboratory and the emphasis will mainly be on 
applications. Clearly, design of a digital data 
acquisition system involves a co nsiderable effort 
in the computer interface and in software 
development. For a more complete discussion of 
these aspects the reader is referred to other 
published work [3,19,20,29,30,43]. 

Acquisition Systems 

An example of a simple EELS acquisition system 
for use with an analytical electron microscope is 
shown in Fig. 1. A commercial MCA system, in this 
case a Kevex 7000, provides a voltage ramp which 
drives a current supply to control the excitation 
in the coils of a 90° magnetic sector spectrometer. 
The spectrometer disperses the inelastically 
scattered electrons according to their energy loss 
and focusses them in a plane containing a slit, 
positioned perpendicular to the dispersion 
dire ctio n. A spectrum is recorded by varying the 
magnetic field while electrons passing through the 
slit ~r~ dete cted with a scintillator and 
pnocomulciplier. The dwell-time per channel, the 
range of energy losses and the number of sweeps 
through the spectrum may be controlled from the 
Ke vex 7000 keyboard. Digital pulses originating 
from individual fast electrons are preamplified and 
dis cri minated before entering a cou nter 
(multichannel scaler). The c ounts are stored in 
their appropriate channels (0-1024) and are 
registered on the MCA display. Spectra may be 
transferred rapidly to a larger computer, in this 
case a Digital Equipment Corporation PDP 11/60, 
across a standard data bus (DEC unibus). 

Greater control of data acquisition can be 
achieved by means of a specially programmed 
computer interfaced to the microscope 
[3,19,20,29,30,43]. Fig. 2 shows schematically 
part of a system that has been developed in our 
laboratory to control a Hitachi H700 H analytical 
electron microscope. The system as a whole, which 
has been discussed elsewhere [20), is designed to 
acquire a number of signals including x-ray, axial 
bright field and annular dark field STEM, but Fig. 
2 shows only that part concerned with the energy 
loss signal. A satellite computer (LSI 11/23) 
controls data acquisition after appropriate 
software is downloaded from the host computer (PDP 
11/60) that is connected to the satellite via a 
high speed direct memory access link. Use of a 
separate processor to acquire data removes 
real-time load from the host so that it is free to 
handle other operations. Digital-to-analog 

converters (DACs) provide the voltages necessary 
for the interface. The satellite controls both the 
ma gnet excitation and the voltage on electrostatic 
deflection plates situated just before the 
analyzing slit of the spectrometer [ 18). The 
satellite can synchronize spectrum acquisition with 
scan of the electron probe at the sample in STEM 
mode to produce an EELS image. Deflection of the 
spectrum through control of the magnetic field 
provides an energy loss offset that is nearly 
linear over a range in excess of 0-2 keV at beam 
energies from 75 to 200 keV. Response of the 
energy loss offset to the changing magnet 
excitation is too slow for use in imaging, but EELS 
mapping ma y be performed by varying the 
electrostatic field between the deflection plates. 
The deflection plate voltage can be adjusted at a 
rate of some 10 5 V/s to provide rapid response over 
1 keV of energy loss. The satellite uses a timer to 
enable a 32-bit cou nter for a precise time 
interval. When the interval has elapsed, the timer 
interrupts the satellite which reads the number of 
counts accumulated at the energy and saves the 
value in a buffer. The magnet excitation, the 
deflection plate voltage or both of these can then 
be readjusted and the timer restarted to repeat the 
process. A co unter with 32-bits is required as a 
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Schematic diagram of analytical electron 
microscope with energ y loss spectrometer, 
controlled by commercial MCA system 
linked to laboratory computer. 
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Schematic diagram of analytical electron 
microscope with energy loss spectrometer, 
interfaced to laboratory computer via a 
satellite that controls data acquisition 
[ 20]. 
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consequence of the wide dynamic range of 
intensities that is encountered in EELS. The 
signal is converted to a floating point number in 
the host computer because floating point numbers 
can be processed more rapidly than 32-bit integers 
in our system. After acquisition, the data is 
transferred to the PDP 11/60 where it can be stored 
on disk and processed. Spectra can be displayed by 
transfer to the MCA across the data bus. Images 
are transferred to a DeAnza IP 6400 image display 
system, that is also linked to the ho st co mputer. 

Data acquisition is controlled through 
programs selected from menus displayed on a 
terminal. The menus contain tables of parameters 
and commands that specify the acquisition and which 
can be updated, saved and executed. This software 
is discussed by Gorlen et al. [ 20]. 

The syste m outlined above is designed for 
serial detection of scattered electrons. Although 
serial recording is the most widely adopted method, 
it is intrinsically inefficient since only a single 
spectral channel is recorded at any one time. 
Recently there has been considerable interest in 
the use of much more efficient position-sensitive 
parallel detectors, that can co lle ct a large number 
of spectral channels simultaneously. The best 
suited devices at present appear to be the linear 
photodiode array [15,25] and the silicon 
intensified target ( SIT) vidicon [ 40] . It is 
generally advantageous to use an indirect exposure 
method to limit radiation damag e in the detector. 
Fast electrons first strike a phosphor in the 
spectrometer image plane and the resulting photon 
distribution is then focussed by light optics on to 
the detector. Parallel collection of EELS data and 
the signal processing that is required have 
recently been discussed by Egerton [15]. Light 
incident on a diode array generates electrons and 
holes whose number is measured by the rate at which 
diode discharge occurs. After a given integration 
time the a mount of applied charge required to 
recharge each diode can be monitored. This is read 
out serially as a video signal by appropriate 
timing and amplification circuitry. In order to 
store a spectrum the video signal is digitized and 
fed into an MCA. This requires synchronization of 
the MCA channels with the array read-out, which can 
be supplied by timing pulses from the diode array. 
Alternatively, it may be advantageous to provide 
all timing pulses for the diode array from the MCA. 
Egerton has discussed the processing that is 
necessary to remove artifacts due to the parallel 
detector [15]. Variation in diode sensitivity may 
under some circumstances be corrected by simple 
normalization procedure. This involves dividing 
the data by the response characteristic measured 
when the zero-loss beam is scanned across the 
array. The normalization procedur e is not valid 
when the detector sensitivity and the scattered 
electron distribution vary in a dire ction 
perpendicular to the dispersion direction. In 
these cases, Shuman et al. [ 41) have demonstrated 
that c hannel-to-channel gain variations may be 
eliminated by displacing the spectrum across the 
detector by ±1 channel. Subtraction of twice the 
undisplaced spectrum from the sum of the two 
displa ced ones, produces a result equivalent to the 
second derivative but with channel-to-channel noise 
removed. 

3 

Spectrum acquisition 

A typical core edge spectrum acquired from a 
biological sa mple und er digital control is shown in 
Fi g. 3 . The dwell time per channel was 100 ms and 
the spectrum was collected over a 500 eV range of 
energy loss starting at 200 eV. Although the result 
is similar to that obtainable with a commercial 
EELS system digital co ntr ol does simplify magnet 
calibration. In our system a trial spectrum is 
acquired over a range of typically 0-1000 eV with 
the most recent set of calibratio n parameters, 
which are given in terms of the DAC volts per eV of 
energy loss and the zero-loss offset. The resulting 
spectrum is then transferred to the MCA and known 
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features such as the carbon and oxygen K edges are 
marked with cursors on the display. New parameters 
are computed so the next spectrum acquired is 
correctly calibrated as demonstrated in Fig. 3. 

Serial recording can be made more efficient by 
acquiring the spectrum in segments each extending 
over an energy range containing only particular 
edges of interest. Different dwell times per 
channel can also be selected for each segment to 
ac hieve the required counting statistics for 
specific edges. In the present system the scanning 
time for the magnetic field requires about 2 s 
delay per keV of spectrum before the field 
stabilizes. The satellite automatically pauses 
after slewing the spectrometer excitation current 
between spectrum segments to stop data acquisition 
while the magnetic field is still changing. 

Fig. 4 shows a spectrum in the neighborhood of 
the carbon K, calcium L23, nitrogen Kand oxygen K 
edges from the same sample that was analyzed in 
Fig. 3. The spectrum consisting of 160 chan nels 
was recorded in 45 s with longer dwell times for 
the weaker core edges as indicated. During the 
acquisition the spectrum was scanned ten times past 
the detector. Multiscanning is useful if there is 
sample drift or damage, because the whole spectrum 
is characteristic of the area irradiated, rather 
than different cha nnels in the spectrum 
corresponding to different conditions. The 
unconnected segments of the spectrum in Fig. 4 are 
the measured counts; the lower segments, joined by 
dashed lines, are the measured co unts scaled 
according to the dwell-time for the carbon K edge 
to give a continuous spectrum. 

In the core loss region t he count rate 
approximately follows an inverse power law [10) 
being proportional to E-r where Eis energy loss 
and r is a constant typically in the range 3 to 4. 
Under computer control the counting time can be 
incremented at each channel to compensate for this 
decrease in intensity and to produce a step-like 
spectrum (40]. The result is easier to display 
since it covers a smaller dynamic range. Also the 
spectrum has nearly constant signal-to-noise ratio, 
making high energy edges easier to discern. The 
spectrum in Fig. 5 was acquired with the counting 
time determined by the formula 

ti= 300 [Ei]3 (1) 
832 

where the counting time for channel i, ti, is in 
milliseconds and the energy of channel i, Ei, is in 
electron volts. The sample was the same as for 
Fig. 3 but the calcium, nitrogen and oxygen core 
edges are more visible. 

Spectrum analysis 

Analysis of spectra can be carried out either 
with a co mmercial MCA system or with a larger 
co mputer linked to the MCA which provides a 
cpnvenient display. For example, the Kevex 7000 in 
our syste m is connected via the DEC unibus to the 
PDP 11/60 computer (Fig. 1). Special software must 
be written to access the MCA memory. Once this is 
provided "read" and "write" subroutines can be 
incorporated into programs written in widely-used 
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languages such as FORTRAN and PASCAL. Our PDP 
11/60 has a 232 k Byte MOS memory (metal oxide 
semiconductor) and two 67 M Byte disks capable of 
storing hundreds of thousands of spectra. The 
computer uses a flexible DEC operating syste m 
(RSXll) with a mathematical and scientific 
subroutine library. 

Certain analyses can be readily performed with 
software running in a commercial system. Examples 
include: Linear least squares estimation of the 
background intensity for core edges [13]; 
calculation of ionization cross sections based on 
the hydrogenic model [12); and quantitation schemes 
for ele ment al microanalysis [ 11, 28] . Other 
analyses require the increased speed, memory and 
flexibility of a larger computer. It may be 
necessarv to write a new program for a special 
application , or to use procedures such as the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT), which often cannot be 
executed r apidly on a small system. Exa mple s of 
more sophisticated analyses include: derivation of 
the real and imaginary parts of the dielectric 
constant from the energy loss function by 
Kra mers-Kronig analysis (9]; derivation of the 
local atomic environment from extended energy loss 
fine structure (EXELFS) ( 32]; derivation of the 
single scattering distribution for valence electron 
excitations (2,26]; and deconvolution of core edge 
spectra to remove plural scattering (17,33,37,44). 
We shall discuss here only the last of these 
procedures in order to demonstrate the type of 
analysis that is possible with a flexible system. 

Plural scattering becomes very important when 
the sample thickness approaches the total mean free 
path for inelastic scattering, which is typically 
only a few tens of nanometers at 100 keV beam 
energy. Core edges are therefore complicated by 
the occurrence of extra peaks arising from an inner 
shell plus one or more valence excitations. For 
energy losses above some 200 eV, where the pre-edge 
background can be subtracted with the well-known 
inverse power law (10], it has been shown that the 
single-scattering distribution for core edges can 
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be obtained by a deconvolution procedure 
[17,33,37,44]. If L(E) is the low loss spectrum 
and C(E) is the measured core loss spectrum after 
background subtraction, then the Fourier transform 
of the single-scattering core edge distribution is 
given by, 

s(i) 
c(E) 
i<il 

where~ denotes Fourier variable. 

(2) 

S(E) can be recovered by an inverse Fourier 
transfor m provided the result is reconvoluted by a 
normalized instrumental resolution function I

0
(E) 

in order to truncate the high frequency Fourier 
coefficients and to prevent noise amplification . 

S(E) = F.T. _I [ 

i(E) ] (3) 

Fig. 6a shows the spectrum in the range Oto 800 eV 
from a sample of titanium dioxide; it includes the 
low loss region as well as the titanium and oxygen 
core edges . Several peaks are visible above the Ti 
L23 edge (455 eV) and these cause confusion in the 
vicinity of the oxygen K edge (532 eV). Fig. 6b 
shows the measured core edge intensity after 
background subtraction and the computed single 
scattering distribution obtained from Eq. (3). A 
significant change in spectral shape is apparent; 
the intensity above the Ti L23 edge threshold 
resonance is reduced; and the oxygen K edge is much 
more clearly visible. In fact it is now possible 
to attempt quantitative analysis on the 
single-scattering distribution despite the 
proximity of the two edges. The deconvolution 
involves four FFTs on spectra containing 1024 
channels. The total computation time on the PDP 
11/60 system was about 5 s, including the time 
necessary to read the spectra and to write the 
single scattering distribution back into the MCA. 
The code was written in FORTRAN and called a 
standard DEC subroutine to perform the FFT. 

Real-time processing in mapping and line-scans 

Elemental mapping by EELS requires the 
acquisition of spectral data at each pixel in an 
image. The spectrum is often dominated by the 
non-characteristic background intensity which must 
be subtracted by an extrapolation procedure to 
yield the signal. If the inverse power law is 
valid, two parameters define the background. 
Therefore at least two channels are required below 
the core e dge to estimate the background and one 
channel above the edge to obtain the characteristic 
signal, as has been discussed by Jeanguillaume et 
al. [23,24], Rez and Ahn [38] and Butler et al. 
[4]. In general there is an advantage in recording 
several channels around a co re edge. The most 
efficient method would be parallel detection so 
that all scattered electrons carrying elemental 
information are collected [15,25,40,41). Serial 
acquisition in EELS mapping is mor e straightforward 
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(a) Spectrum from film of titanium 
dioxide showing zero loss, valen c e and 
core excitations. Plural scattering is 
apparent in structure above Ti L23 edge 
(455 eV). 

(b) Measured and deconvoluted spectrum 
above Ti L23 edge after background 
subtraction. Removal of plasmon peaks 
enhances visibility of oxygen K edge (532 
eV) in deconvoluted spectrum. 

and has been achieved with the system that we have 
already outlined in Fig. 2. The satellite computer 
allows for as many as 64 channels to be collected 
at each pixel from four different edges. The core 
edge energies, number of channels in the fitting 
regions and post-edge regions, together with their 
energy separations are selectable. Rapid control 
of the spectru m offset is performed by means of the 
electrostatic deflection plates. Data acquired at 
one pixel by the satellite is sent to the host (PDP 
11/60) which fits the background and calculates the 
integrated edge counts while data is being acquired 
from the next pixel. The integrated pixel 
intensities are buffered and written on to disk 
periodically. In addition to the intensities, 
associaterl parameters, A and r, that are obtained 
in the proces8ing may be stored on disk and used in 
further analysis [ 34]. During image acquisition 
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the spectrum and background fit at each pixel, 
obtained by linear least squares estimation, are 
continuously displayed on the MCA monitor. By 
observing t he dynamically updated display, the user 
can deduce if drift is occurring or if the spectrum 
has an unexpected shape due to plural scattering. 
This real-time processi n g provides the operator 
with valuable feedback and interaction. For 
example if a certain core edge is not visible at 
the beginning of image acquisition, it ma y be 
decided to abort the acquisition and move to a 
different specimen area. 

The time required to collect an image clearly 
depends on the elemental concentration and on the 
probe current. We have been able to use 
acquisition times in the range 10 to 1000 ms per 
pixel with a 1 nA probe current. These conditions 
require between 3 and 30 min. to record a 128 x 128 
pixel map. On this time scale long-term spectrum 
drift (1 or 2 eV per minute in our system) can 
seriously affect image quality. Suc h instability 
can be corrected under computer control [30,38). At 
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the beginning of each scan line a spectrum is 
collected within± 30 channels of a core edge that 
is present throughout the entire image. The 
maximum gradient of the smoothed acquired spectru m 
computed in t h e satellite gives the edge energy and 
the electrostatic voltage offset is adjusted 
accordingly. To eliminate the effects of noise the 
drift compensation is damped by allowing a maximum 
correction between scan lines. In biological 
samples it is convenient to track the carbon K 
edge. Fig. 7a is a schematic diagram of the 
scan-raster and Fig. 7b indicates how the edge
tracking is performed on edge l while an element 
is mapped with ed g e 2. 

Figs. 8a and 8b are aluminum K edge (1560 eV) 
and silicon k edge (1838 eV) maps respectively that 
were obtained from an ion-thinned metal-ceramic 
composition consisting of silicon carbide grains in 
an aluminum matrix. A 200 eV fitting window, a 100 
eV integration window and a total of 10 channels 
were selected for each edge . The aluminum image 
shows the presence of the matrix whereas the 
silicon image clearly indicat es the carbide phase . 

The images were acquired concurre n tly at 200 keV 
beam energy in 16 min and contained 128 x 128 
pixels . 

It is also useful to acquire elemental 
profiles across a line in the sample [38). This 
can be achieved in the system under consideration 
by defining a target area co n taining only one line. 
As with image acquisition, the satellite can 
lock-on to a dominant core edge at the first pixel 
so that the energy loss scale offset is 
auto matically calibrated . Fig. 9 shows the 
distribution of calcium and nitrogen along a line 
in a sample of mineralizing enamel. The satellite 
locked-on to the carbon K edge (285 eV) while the 
calciu m L23 (348 eV) edge and the nitrogen K edge 
(400 eV) were used to obtain the elemental profiles 
concurrently . A bright field digitized STEM image 
with 256 x 256 pixels was first recorded in a few 
seconds to provide a reference for the line target. 
Then 256-point elemental distributions of calcium 
and nitrogen were acquired in 100 s. Advantages of 
the line-scan are the quantitative graphical 
display of elemental concentrations and the much 
reduced time needed to collect line rather than 
image data. 

A parallel detection system could in theory 
reduce image acquisition time in STEM, perhaps by 
over an order of magnitude. Elemental maps 
containing 10 1 pixels might then usefully be 
recorded in a few minutes. As we mentioned, Shuman 
et al. [41) have found that channel-to-cha nnel 
noise can be eliminated by deflecting the spectrum 
across the parallel detector and reading the result 
several times at each pixel. The minimum time 
interval required to read out the array would 
therefore be an important factor in realizing rapid 
EELS imaging in STEM. However even with the same 
acquisition time as for serial collection, 
detection limits will be reduced with parallel 
detection. 

It should be added that energy selected images 
have been recorded in the conventional transmission 
electron microscope (CTEM) b y mean s of SIT vidicons 
or television camera tubes, which function as two 
dimensional parallel detection devices. Rust and 
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Fig . 10. EELS ima ges with 64 x 64 pixels from borate - silicate glass . (a) Boron 
K edge ( 192 eV) and (b) Silicon K edge ( 1838 eV). Also shown are int e nsity 
histograms calculated in les s than 10s with th e use of an array processor in a 
DeAnza IP6400 display system [20] . The histograms show relative amounts of 
boron and silico n in the two phases . Bar= 0 . 1 µm. 
Fig . 11. EELS ca l cium L23 map from mineralizing bone tissue section, (a) Two 
parameters, A and r, were fitted to extrapolate background intensity . (b) Cal 
cium distribution obtained by fitting only one parameter, A, for the back 
gr ound . The parameter, r, was set equal to the mean r for the whole image . 
Bar = 1.0 µm. 
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Fig. 8. EELS images 
containing 128 x 128 
pixels record e d con 
currently from me
tal - ceramic compo 
site . (a) Aluminum 
K edge (1560 eV ) and 
(b) si licon K edge 
(1838 eV). Bar = 
0. Sµm. 

Fig. 9. Distribution 
of calcium and ni 
trogen along a line 
in a section of min
eralizing ename l 
measured under com 
puter con trol . Posi 
tion of line on di 
gitized bright-field 
CTEM micrograph is 
indicated. Notice 
calcium containing 
enamel crys t alli tes 
on left side of 
image with under
l y in g nitrogen-rich 
protein matrix . 
Nitrogen also occ 
urs at right side 
of ima ge in protein 
matrix that is free 
of calcium minera
lization . Length of 
line is 2.0 µm. 
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Krahl [ 39) have used an omega-filter to select the 
energy loss and a ca mera tube situated at the final 
image plane of the microscop e. The digitized 
seq uential output of the vidicon was recorded in a 
TV image storage unit linked to a co mputer. Shuman 
and Somlyo [ 42) h ave u sed a magnetic sector 
spect rometer situated below the microscope 
projection chamber . A magnetic lens after the 
sector forms a magnified real image that is 
selected in energy by a slit in the dispersion 
plane. The filtered image is projected on to a 
phosphor and the resulting photon distribution can 
be further magnified by light optics before passing 
into the vidicon. Such electronica ll y recorded 
EELS images may be compared with those recorded 
photographically with a Castaing-Henry filter by 
Ottensmeyer and Andrew [35). In this case the data 
must be digitized by a densitometer. Parallel 
image collection in the CTEM is generally faster 
than serial co llection in the STEM because of the 
higher available probe current. However, in terms 
of radiation damage, STEM has the advantage when 
the spectrum is recorded in parallel because of the 
high er detection efficiency. It is also more 
satisfactory to process EELS images recorded in the 
STEM because of the existence of reliable spectral 
data at each pixel. 

EELS image ana lysis 

In the analysis of energy loss images, 
procedures are necessary to manipulate data, to 
obtain quantitative information, an d to optimize 
the signal -to-noi se ratio. In the system we have 
been discussing, functions for scrolling, zooming 
and co ntrast enhancement have be e n implemented in a 
DeAnza IP 6400 image display syste m. This device 
is equipped with four 512 x 512 x 8 bit image 
channels, three of which can be displayed in color 
and one in monochrome. It is also equipped with a 
graphics overlay channel. Use is made of a 
digitizing tablet and stylus, which is tracked by a 
cursor on the display. With the cursor it is 
possible to select various options contained in a 
menu overlaid on the displayed image, as described 
Gor len et al. [ 20) . 

One example of basic image analysis that has 
been implemented is the intensity h istogra m for an 
EELS map [20). A region of an image is outlined on 
the display and a histogram is computed in less 
than 10 s by means of an array processor integrated 
into the DeAnza system. Fig. 10 shows 64 x 64 
pixel boron Kand silicon K edge images acquired 
separately in 6 min and 12 min respectively with 
the real-time background subtraction procedure 
described above. The sample was a borate-silicate 
glass prepared by ion-thinning. A 40 eV window was 
used to fit the background below the boron edge and 
a 20 eV window above the edge to obtain the 
integrated core loss signal. For silicon the 
pre-edge window was 80 eV and the post-edge window 
40 eV. Intensity histograms reveal the relative 
concentrations of these elements in the two phases 
that are present. The concentration of boron in 
the spherical phase is approximately one-quarter 
that in the surrounding matrix (Fig. 10a), whereas 
the silicon concentration is twice as much in the 
spheres than in the volume outside (Fig. 10b) . 
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It is useful to combine digital images 
arithmetically and this has been achieved in our 
system by the use of the DeAnza array processor to 
calculate the sum or difference of two 512 x 512 
images in one video frame-time (1/30 s) and a 
quotient in less than 5 s [ 20). The division 
function is important since it gives the ratio of 
two elemental distributions or allows a plural 
scattering correction to be made to a core 
map. 1ne number of atoms n of an element 
pixel is approximately proportional to the 
edge intensity, Ic, divid ed by the low 
intensity, I1 [11), 

N " d2 (4) 

loss 
in a 
co re 
loss 

where a is the collection angle, /', is the 
integration window and crc(a,1',) is the appropriate 
partial cross section. I1(a,1',) is the measured 
intensity including the zero loss peak up to energy 
loss /',, and d is the pixel separation. This 
measurement must generally be obtained from a 
digitized analog current output since the count 
rate is too high for direct pulse counting. Eq. 
(4) accounts to first order for plural inelastic 
and elastic-inelastic scattering [11). 

The division procedure can also be used in 
Z-contrast imaging [5,8 ,22) where a high angle 
annular dark field detector provides the elastic 
signal concurrently with the total inelastic signal 
from t he energy loss spectrometer. The 
spectrometer slit is set to cover a range of 
valence excitations but to exclude the zero loss 
peak. Each signal is first digitized and the ratio 
of the elastic to inelastic image is co mput e d. This 
ratio theoretically reflects the local mean atomic 
number of the sample. Not only is the result 
independent of sa mple thickness within the limits 
of single scattering [ 14) but also bearr 
instabilities are eliminated in t h e ratio image . 

There is a significant advantage in co mputing 
the ratio image digitally so that the individual 
dark field and inelastic images are saved. If the 
quotient is obtained with a ratio amplifier by 
analog means t hen the separate images are 
discarded. 

In EELS image acquisition we can record not 
only the integrated core edges counts but also the 
parameters A and r derived from fitting the 
background to an inverse power law AE-r. A more 
detailed analysis of the data is then possible 
[36). Statistical errors may be significantly 
reduced if the shape of the background does not 
vary appreciably from pixel to pixel, so that a 
one-parameter fit can be used to model the 
background. Such an assumption is generally 
implicit in subtra ction of the ba ckgrou nd image in 
energy selected micrographs recorded with a 
Castaing-Henry filter in the CTEM [35). It is 
possible to predict under what circumstances the 
one-parameter fit should fail, by considering the 
relative magnitudes of systematic and statistical 
errors in the spectrum. If the spectral shape does 
vary due to plural scattering or compositional 
fluctuations, artifacts can arise in elemental 
distributions obtained with a one-parameter fit 
[ 23). Another test is to inspect the "r-image" 
obtained by fitting two parameters. When structure 
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is observed caution mu st be exercise d in fitting 
only one parameter for the background. If one 
parameter is justified a mean value of rover the 
whole image (r) can be computed and a corrected 
value A' for t he parameter A may be obtained at 
eac h pixel from the stored values of A a nd r [31]. 
If the pre-edge fitting window Pxtends over N 
channels from energy E1 to energy EN, then, 

( 5) 

The correction to the pixel intensity obtained 
from the two-parameter fit is then found bv summin~ 
the quantity (AE - r-A'E- i") over the p-ost-edg; 
window. 

This procedure is illustrated in Figs. lla and 
llb which show the calcium distribution in a 
section of mineralizing bone tissue. Fig. lla is 
the image at the calcium L23 edge (348 eV) after 
real-time processing involving the two parameter 
fit to the background. Five pre-edge channels with 
5 eV separation and 5 post-edge channels with 3 eV 
separation were se l ected. The acquisition time for 
128 x 128 pixels was 16 min. Fig. llb shows the 
image derived fro m the same raw data but with a 
one-parameter fit. A significant reduction in 
noise is apparent and additional structure is 

observed which was confirmed by the occurrence of a 
calcium edge in the spectrum. This program for 
recalculating the EELS image did not utilize the 
DeAnza array processor so the execution time of 2 
min was longer than for the image division program. 
However, it is important to appreciate the 
assumptions that are made in this type of 
processing to avoid the possibility of artifacts. 

Summary 

We have shown that processing of EELS data 
plays an important role in the acquisition and 
analysis of spectra and images. An acquisition 
system has been described, that incorporates a 
laboratory computer and a dedicated satellite 
computer to control an analytical electron 
microscope. Data can be processed digitally in 
real time so it is possible to correct for 
spectrometer drift and to provide valuable feedback 
to the experimenter during acquisition of elemental 
distributions. Spectra may be analyzed off-line in 
the host computer with programs written in standard 
languages. Results are conveniently displayed on a 
commercial MCA syste m linked to the co mpute r. 
Images may be handled by use of a digital display 
system equipped with a n array processor, allowing 
procedures such as intensity histograms to be 
performed very efficiently. We have seen that 
digital processing provides the flexibility to 
exploit the information contained in the energy 
loss signal. 
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Discussion with reviewers 

R.F. Egerton: Surely the on-line (ana lo gue) and 
off-line (digital) methods of forming a 
"Z-contrast" image are not mutually exclusive? I 
wonder if it wouldn't be useful to employ a ratio 
amplifier to display the elastic/inelastic signal 
in real time, and to use the more accurate and 
flexible digital techniques (which can be 
time-consuming without an array processor) only if 
the display looked promising. 
Authors: We agree that analogue and digital 
methods for Z-contrast imaging are not mutuall y 
exc 1 us i ve and the re may be an advantage in a 
"real-time" displa y to survey the sample.~ On the 
other hand digital acquisition of both signals 
simultaneously permits a direct and quantitative 
comparison of the ratio image with the individual 
elastic and inelastic images. In our system a ratio 
of two 512 x 512 images can be obtained in about 5 
seconds. When frame store display systems with 
built-in array processors become widely available, 
it may be anticipated that the digital method will 
not be more time consuming than the analogue 
method. 

C. Colliex: Can you give more information about 
the practical conditions of recording 
characteristic images, in Figs. 8 and 9 for 
instance? That is: what is a typical probe size 
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and incremental probe step? On Fig. 9, can you 
tell the number of counts per channel in a typical 
energy loss image and in the processed 
characteristic images? 
Authors: The probe diameter used to obtain the 
elemental maps in Fig. 8 was about 20 nm and the 
incremental probe step was 15 nm. The minimum 
probe diameter is limited by the available current 
and 5-10 nm represents the smallest useful probe 
size in the present system. A field emission 
source reduces the useful probe size down to the 1 
nm level as has been demonstrated by Jeanguillaume 
et al. [refs. 23 and 24). In general the probe 
diameter should be greater than the pixel 
separation otherwise the image will be 
undersampl ed . To image aluminum in Fig. 8 
approximately 2000 counts were accumulated in 3 ms 
at each of ten cha nnels around the aluminum K edge. 
The spectrometer slit was opened up to about 20 eV 
to maximize the signal and an average of 6000 
counts per pixel was recorded in the processed 
aluminum K edge image in Fig. 8. In Fig. 9 the 
energy loss data were obtained only across one line 
in the sample. Approximately 15000 counts were 
recorded in 20 ms at each of ten channels around 
the calcium L23 edge. The spectrometer slit width 
was set at about 5 eV and an average of 5000 counts 
per pixel was recorded in the processed line 
profile. The mean number of counts for nitrogen was 
about the same. 

C. Colliex: In fig. 10, how must we use the 
displayed intensity histograms to learn about the 
relative concentration of elements in different 
phases? 
Authors: The relative concentrations of elements 
in different phases can be estimated by finding the 
position of peaks in the intensity histogram. This 
requires a knowledge of the zero intensity levels, 
which are indicated in Fig. 10. For an accurate 
determination of relative elemental concentrations 
in the different phases, plural scattering should 
be taken into account, requiring division of the 
image in Fig. 10 by the zero-loss image. In this 
example, the correction for plural scattering was 
relatively small and was therefore neglected. 

C. Colliex: In the last part of the manuscript 
concerning quantitative EELS mapping, can you 
comment about your assertion: "it is possible to 
predict under what circu mstan ces the one-parameter 
fit should fail, by considering the relative 
magnitudes of systematic and statistical errors in 
the spectrum"? The meaning of Eq. (5) and its 
application to Fig. 11 do not seem to me very 
obvious when explained in such a short paragraph. 
P.E. Batson: Is the one parameter fit for the 
EELS background often a good approximation, or is 
it useful only occasionally? 
Authors: Detection limits in EELS imaging depend 
both on statistical and systematic errors. Most of 
the statistical error arises from the ba ckgrou nd 
extrapolation if two parameters (eg. AE-r) are used 
for fitting. If only one parameter is used for the 
background. (eg. a simple subtraction of the 
pre-edge intensity from the post-edge intensity), 
the statistical error is reduced by as much as a 
factor of five. This is discussed b y R.F. Egerton 
( "A revised expression for signal/noise in EELS", 
Ultramicroscopy, 2, (1982) 387-390). The reduction 
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in noise occurs because the shape of the spectrum 
( r) is constrained to be invariant. This 
constraint, however, gives rise to systematic 
errors in the background subtraction, since changes 
in shape do in fact occur due to c ompo sitio nal 
variations and plural scattering effects. The 
systematic errors in estimated background can be 
written in terms of these systematic variations in 
r. Let r be the mean value of r for the entire 
image which is used in a one-parameter fit. Then 
the new value of A that is needed to fit a curve of 
the form A'E-r through the pre-edge fitting window 
is given by Eq. ( 5). If we know a priori that r is 
constant because the composition and mass thickness 
of the sample are sufficiently uniform, then a 
one-parameter fit is clea rly an advantage because 
detection limits are reduced. However if the 
maximum expected systematic error is larger than 
the statistical error, then artifacts can be 
produced and a two-parameter fit of form AE-r would 
be advantageous. In our experience a one-parameter 
fit is not generally satisfactory except in special 
cases such as low counting rates or highly uniform 
sample composition. A criterion for the maximum 
allowed systematic fluctuations in r for a 
one-parameter fit, can be obtained by equating 
expressions for the statistical and systematic 
errors. 

P.E. Batson: What is the day to day accuracy of 
the EELS energy loss calibratio n ? a) with the 
magneti c field scanning? b) with the electrostatic 
scanning? 
Authors: In both sca nning methods the energy loss 
per channel remains constant to within about 1 part 
in 1000, which is sufficient for the applications 
studied till now in our system. Large offsets 
(hundreds of eV) are experienced from day to day 
and these may be due to mechanica l movements of the 
spectrometer, shifts in high voltage or 
spectrometer supplies, and static fields. These 
variations do not cause difficulty however in our 
system. If the spectrum were scanned by offsetting 
the drift tube electrostatically, the calibration 
should be c onstant to within the accuracy of the 
voltage supply. 

P.E. Batson: Please comment on the suspected 
sources of the 1-2 eV per minute spect rum drift. 
Authors: Possible sources are: drift of the high 
voltage due to thermal effects, drift of the 
current supply to the spectrometer c oils, 
temperature changes in the spectrometer and 
changing stray magnetic fields. The precise cause 
has not been determined yet. 

P.E. Batson: What was the approximate time (man 
years) for the hardware and software development in 
your lab? 
Authors: A total of about 16 man-years was spent 
developing the system and about 80% of this 
involved software. Additional effort was involved 
in experimental work optimizing energy loss and 
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy and in writing 
applications software. 

P.E. Batson: How much care is required in the 
picking of integration windows for the elemental 
maps? In your opinion, could your system be 
marketed commercially for the non-expert? 
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Authors: Considerable care is n ee d ed to cho ose 
integration windows in order to (i) avoid 
overlapping edges (ii) optimize statistical and 
systematic errors (iii) avoid solid state effects 
if quantitative measurements are required. Care 
must also be taken to c hoose optimum fitting 
windows for the background in order to avoid 
regions where the background does not obey a simple 
power law, and again to optimize statistical and 
systematic errors. It would be desirable to 
modernize the hardware if the system were to be 
made more widely available. Our system might be 
usable by a non-expert but a certain minimum 
amount of experience would be ne cessa ry to optimize 
collection of elemental images and to avoid 
pit-falls leading to artifacts. 

D.E. Johnson: Could the authors estimate with 
calculations and/or experimental results, the 
minimum detectable co ncentration obtainable for a 
typical element, recording time and spatial 
resolution in an energy loss map Y What restrictions 
on specimen mass thickness (both jn average and in 
spatial variation) are necessary? 
Authors: The minimum concentration in an energy 
loss map depends very strongly on the element and 
the matrix in which it occurs. As an example, let 
us consider detection of nitrogen in a carbon 
matrix, 50 nm thick, containi n g 3000 carbon atoms 
per square nanometer . The probe diameter 
(resolution) depends on the type of electron source 
used and could be typically betwe en 1 nm and 10 nm; 
minimum detectable masses will therefore vary 
accordingly. We can estimate the minimum 
detectable atomic fraction, however, by making use 
of cross sections given in ref. [12] for the 
background due to the carbon K shell at the 
nitrogen K edge, and the cross section for nitrogen 
K shell excitation at threshold. Assuming a beam 
current of 1 nA , a beam energy of 100 keV and a 
collection semiangle of 10 mrad, we estimate that 
there are 5 . 10 4 counts per eV per second in the 
background and lO'x counts per eV per second in the 
nitrogen K edge, where xis the atomic fraction 
N/C. Consider an image with 128 x 128 pixels 
recorded in 1000 seconds ( 60 ms per pixel). In 
order to record two background channels and one 
signal channel in series, a counting time per 
channel of 20 ms is required. Let us assume the 
spectrometer slit is opened up to 10 eV, then 104 

counts will be accumulated in each background 
channel and 2 . 104 x counts in the nitrogen signal. 
Using a two-parameter background fit, we estimate a 
standard deviation in the background estimation of 
approximately 400 counts (R.F. Egerton, 
Ultramicroscopy 9 (1982) 387-390). Therefore xis 
0.02 for a signal/noise of unity. This represents 
the approximate detection limit under the above 
experimental conditions for sample we have chosen, 
and this figure is also consistent with 
experimental observations. We have of course 
neglected mass loss due to radiation damage in this 
particular example. We also note that an object 
can be detected with a signal/noise near unity with 
a resolution of a few pixels in an image since the 
observer is able to integrate information. For a 
single point the observer would need a signal/noise 
of about three for reasonable confidence of 
detection. If the sample thickness increases, 
detection limits deteriorate as a result of plural 
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scattering, which increases the b ackgroun d relative 
to the signa l. In general the sample thickness 
should be less than the inelastic mean free path, 
t ypically 50 -100 nm f6r biological sa mples at 100 
keV beam energy. It is also an advantage for the 
spatial variat ion of mass thickness to be small, 
otherwise systematic errors in the background 
extrapolation may occur even in a two-parameter 
fit. 

D.E. Johnson: The "concentrations" the authors 
describe are in ter ms of projected density (e.g., 
atoms/cm 2 ). In a specimen of spatially varying 
mass thickness, how do you measure true 
concentration (e.g., atoms/cm 3 or weight fractions? 
Authors: In a specimen of spatially varying mass 
thickness, concentrations may be obtained by 
forming a ratio of a core edge image with another 
image that reflects total mass. In a biological 
sample, carbon represents much of the total mass, 
and therefore a ratio of one elemental map to the 
carbon K map may be useful. It is necessary to 
multiply the quotient by the inverse ratio of their 
respective cross sectio n s. This method has the 
advantage of correcting to first order effects of 
plural scattering. Alternatively, another 
determination of total mass such as that obtained 
from the plasmon/zero-loss ratio could be used 
instead of the carbon K map. 

D.E. Johnson: In a typical energy loss image, 
what would be the range of r values over the image? 
Do you correlate the spread in r values with the 
minimum detectable con c entrations? 
Authors: The range of r values depends very 
strongly on the region of the spectrum and the 
number of counts accumulated at each pixel. The 
range decreases as the fitting window for the 
background increases. In the calcium map shown in 
Fig. 11, the distribution of r had a standard 
deviation of 0.27, a mean of 2 . 6 and a range 
extending from 1.5 to 3.5. It would be interesting 
to correlate directly the spread in r with the 
minimum detectable concentrations but we have not 
done this yet. One would need to distinguish 
between spread in r due to statistical fluctuations 
in the fitting region, and spread in r due to 
systematic differences in spectral shape, however. 
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